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Welcome 

OptionsHawk is a one stop shop for active equity and 

option traders that provides a wide array of market and 

individual stock analysis. While maintaining a focus on 

options trading, and monitoring unusual options activity to 

piggy-back on the trades of the “smart money”, 

OptionsHawk also goes in depth into everything a trader 

needs to trade daily in the markets. Technical analysis, 

complex option strategies, and original market insight are 

just some of the features provided on the site, and even a 

live chat environment during market hours where we 

provide live coverage of the markets and ample trading 

opportunities and set-ups. 

 

 

What’s Inside 

 

 
 

Who is OptionsHawk for? 
A quick overview of how our 
services can be tailored to any 
trading or investing approach 

 

 
 

Trading Philosophy 

Everything to know about 
options flow, why it’s important, 
and how we use it. Also, looking 
at fundamental analysis and 
technical approaches 

 

 
 

Walkthrough of Offerings 

 
Our morning note, daily recap, 
weekend primer, notable 
database, live chat – all broken 
down  

 

 
 

Common Questions 
Includes all the terminology you 
may hear from us during the day 

 

 



 
 

 Who Can Use OptionsHawk? 

Who is your service for?  

Although you could learn a lot about investing and companies with the research we do, our service is more catered to institutional and experienced 

traders/investors looking for investment ideas. We do not spend a lot of time on education though we have plans to build out our educational content on the 

site, and may eventually roll out educational videos and content. Most people use OptionsHawk as a way to augment their existing research or strategy. For 

example, a trader that focuses on high-growth stocks and technical analysis may use OptionsHawk as a way to find new ideas or add conviction to their existing 

watchlist as institutions position into moves. They may also see cautious options activity into an event like earnings and choose to make proportionate changes 

to their positioning. A longer-term, fundamental-first investor may use OptionsHawk to see where large institutions are positioning into out-of-favor names 

through things like put sales or LEAP call buys. Short-term traders may watch hot flows or news and trade around it intraday taking advantage of IV moves.  

Why Choose OptionsHawk?  

OptionsHawk generally provides more actionable trading ideas daily than any other site in existence, as well as being a full service equity trading “hub”. The live 

chat feature allows you to trade side by side with me daily and receive content and trade ideas instantly. We find opportunities out there that are unique, and 

provide in-depth analysis and color as to not only what is trading in the options market, but why it is trading, and how you can trade based on this information 

and analysis. We have many contacts in the market providing me with actionable news flow on stocks, before it hits the newswires and many other traders, 

allowing me to provide options activity analysis ahead of competitors. 

 

  

"I have tried many, many services; I have got to say you 
are head and shoulders above everything else 1. All round 

excellence 2. High quality content in great quantity, but 
very efficiently presented 3. Actionable and timely ideas 4. 
Great learning 5. Making money right off the bat… lots of 

home runs” 

OptionsHawk Member 

 

 

"I just wanted to say that your service is incredible and I 
am a new lifetime member. You do more work and have 

more information that is better presented than any other 
service that that I’ve ever seen. Keep up the good work, 

sir!"  

Jake, OptionsHawk Member 
 

 



 
 

Trading Philosophy 

 

  

What’s your trading philosophy? 

We take a multi-tiered approach to stock selection and trade structure but above all else we 

think long-term success in trading starts with the best stocks. There are a lot of junk names that 

may set up well and make big moves but over the long-term, success comes from rooting out the 

strongest fundamental stories and riding the trends. We use a variety of valuation metrics to look 

at individual names, sectors, and themes but ultimately every group is different and there is no 

universal metric that can be applied (e.g. P/E ratios). That’s why we take the extra time to dive 

into everything individually, no short cuts. When evaluating a trade, we use the options market to 

see where the smart money is positioned and incorporate the other techniques like technical 

analysis to select high probability trades with positive reward/risk ratios. 

What kind of technical analysis do you use? 

We prefer to look at volume and price and indicators that are derivatives of those two, simple 

enough. Together, we’ve spent over 20 years looking at various methodologies and strategies 

and in the end have found that a lot of indicators are 1) more complicated than they need to be; 

2) lagging basic price movements; and 3) have a spotty history at best which many people will 

massage to fit their own narrative. Things like ‘head and shoulders’ patterns tend to fail more 

often than they are successful. You’ll find we use VWAP, volume profile, basic consolidation 

patterns within trends (flags, triangles, etc) and horizontal trendline support/resistance. 

Why Options Activity? 

Often unusual options activity precedes large price movements in the underlying security, and 

provides a directional based bias of where a security will be heading. It is not fool proof, and 

requires years of experience in the options market to get a good read on what activity is 

significant, and analyzing the activity and how it will impact the security. Unusual options activity 

often occurs before larger events such as Analyst Meetings, Earnings, News Announcements, 

Upgrades/Downgrades, and M&A Activity, but can also be a tool to find excellent technical 

breakouts and breakdowns as many technicians see similar patterns and use the options market 

to best leverage assets to allow extraordinary returns. 

 

 

One of our favorite 

bullish setups 

featured with a strong 

longer-term trend 

pulling back to 

volume support and 

forming a wedge, 

ready to run on a 

continuation move 



 
 
 
Our Products 

 

Market Blitz 

Our daily morning note sent every trading day at 7:45 AM. It contains 

everything you need to get prepared for the trading day ahead including a 

curated recap of what’s moving markets, International activity including 

relevant earnings, stock-specific news, full media breakdown of both macro 

and micro stories, analyst notes, insider activity and more. It also includes 

calendars of events. 

Market Recap 

The Market Recap report is sent every trading day via email at 3:45 PM and 

includes a full breakdown of the day’s notable options flows by sector. It also 

includes 4-5 focus pieces called “Option Radars” which are in-depth looks at 

specific high-impact or unusual trades with potential strategies. Our option 

radar focus pieces will often look at areas where there has been repeat flows 

looking out on a 3- to 6-month timeframe. The recap also includes any 

opening and closing trades in the mock portfolio (MAX members get alerts in 

real-time). 

Weekly Radar 

Our weekend note sent every Sunday morning before 10 AM and packed with 

everything needed to get ready for the week ahead. It includes a detailed look 

at S&P technicals and important levels to watch, market sentiment, the most 

detailed calendar on the Street with impactful events both in the US and 

Internationally, technical scans, notable open interest and more. In addition, 

we feature a number of unique research pieces focusing on insider buying, 

earnings previews, and small-cap deep dives. The weekly radar also includes 

two trade ideas based off of current open interest. 

 

 

 

Quarterly Market Brief 

A special report sent around the start of each quarter  to members that 

features a number of unique, longer-form research pieces not necessarily tied 

to the day-to-day flows but instead looking to catch the next big move. It 

includes a detailed technical breakdown for the month and longer timeframe 

outlook including key levels as well as fundamental valuation bands. In 

addition, it features macro catalysts to watch and a longer-form market 

sentiment check. In terms of stock-specific information, we feature leading 

bull/bear flows in an easy-to-read table, 4-5 notable technical setups from 

quality names, highlight 3-4 ‘radars’ from the month that are setting up well, 

earnings recap for the month, a deep-dive into thematic trends and the best 

stocks to play them, a look at a recent M&A deal and potential sympathy 

plays, small-cap feature, International stock of the month, IPO previews, 

insider breakdown, and more. 

Other Special Reports  

During the year we’ll tackle a number of other longer-form reports. Around 

June/July, we typically do a 75-100 page dive into the biggest open interest 

positions for the second half of the year (our “2H OI Report”). We also do a 

massive 400-500 page preview for the year out around New Year’s Day. 

Others not on a regular schedule include special circumstances such as the 

recent bear market where we featured 10 small-cap values, a detailed put 

sale strategy and potential portfolio, and top fundamental names to target. 

We’ll also do additional theme write-ups, biotech event previews, and more. 

All of these are available free to members. 



 
 

Market Blitz 

Our daily morning note sent every trading day at 7:45 AM. It contains everything you need to get prepared for the trading day ahead including a curated 

recap of what’s moving markets, International activity including relevant earnings, stock-specific news, full media breakdown of both macro and micro 

stories, analyst notes, insider activity and more. We also try to present as many situations as possible where the news or data is put up with Street 

expectations, so traders can quickly analyze whether something like comps or monthly data was a surprise or not.  It also includes calendars of events. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Finding Trade Ideas 

We re-designed the Blitz in July 2020 with a focus on helping present information in 

an easier, more actionable format and every day there are a number of trade ideas 

posed whether through our annotations or elsewhere. A good example was shown 

on 8-10 when we took a WSJ article on battery demand and quickly pulled in key 

stocks impacted even though the article didn’t mention them. One was ENS which 

reported three days later, a strong quarter and gap higher.   

Relevant news 

highlighted by sector 

so you can easily find 

and analyze notes 

daily  

Our Hawk 

Annotations set the 

Blitz apart from many 

morning notes as we 

go beyond the 

headline with insight 

into technicals, 

sympathy movers, 

and options 

positioning 



 
 

Market Recap 

The Market Recap report is sent every trading day via email at 3:45 PM and includes a full breakdown of the day’s notable options flows by sector. It also includes 

4-5 focus pieces called “Option Radars” which are in-depth looks at specific high-impact or unusual trades with potential strategies. Our option radar focus pieces 

will often look at areas where there has been repeat flows looking out on a 3- to 6-month timeframe. The recap also includes any opening and closing trades in the 

mock portfolio (MAX members get alerts in real-time). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our radar pieces 

include a 300-400 

word breakdown of 

the stock, technicals, 

fundamental drivers, 

catalysts, analyst 

coverage, and more.   

Additional positioning is grouped by sector as 

well as a breakout for index/ETF trades with 

relevant info like price, bought or sold, tied to 

stock, adjustments, or otherwise. We also try to 

include a little context on notable trades like 

potential upcoming catalysts  

A chart snapshot 

looking at a 6-month 

timeframe, IV/HV, key 

moving averages, and 

options volumes   

Our personal take on 

the trade setup and 

stock as well as 

‘confidence ranking’ 

given current 

conditions   



 
 

Weekly Radar 

Our weekend note sent every Sunday morning before 10 AM and packed with everything needed to get ready for the week ahead. It includes a detailed look at 

S&P technicals and important levels to watch, market sentiment, the most detailed calendar on the Street with impactful events both in the US and Internationally, 

technical scans, notable open interest and more. In addition, we feature a number of unique research pieces focusing on insider buying, earnings previews, and 

small-cap deep dives. The weekly radar also includes two trade ideas based off of current open interest. 

 

 

 

  

Finding Trade Ideas 

The OpEx sheet each week shows not just the largest positions 

expiring on the following Friday but also price paid, current price, 

and current OI so you can easily find the best gamma squeezes and 

names on the verge of a short-term move   

Our deep dives look 

at not just the 

fundamental 

outlook and 

technical setup but 

also options 

positioning and key 

levels to make the 

best possible 

informed decisions   

Our calendar goes beyond just the usual events with a focus 

on international earnings that could impact US names   



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OptionsHawk Notable Database 

Our proprietary database that contains 250-

300 of the most notable option trades per day 

and highlights bullish, bearish and volatility 

trades.  It also includes the Delta, IV, Price, and 

Net Premium Outlay as well as information 

about option price change and open 

interest.  It is a fantastic resource to find new 

trade ideas and is available to MAX members.  

 

 

Other items like open interest on the day of the trade, 

price of the option, delta, implied vol., and probability 

the option will expire ITM 

Basics 

 

 
 

Bullish 
Calls are bought 
and puts are sold. 

 

 
 

Volatility 
Most commonly straddles and strangles 
with iron condors also active. 

 

 
 

Bearish 
Calls being sold and 
puts being bought 
to open. 

 

 

Stock-
Tied 

Puts would be with long-stock and calls 
would be a stock overwrite. 

 

 

The description line includes 

basics like ticker, expiration 

day, month and year, strike 

and call or put 

Premium paid is per line so 

spreads need to take into 

account all legs 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other Columns 

Updated every 

morning w/ price 

change in real-time 

during the day 

Basics on every stock including sector, 

industry, and cohort to help drill down on even 

more specific groups 

Advanced columns include current price of the 

option, current open interest, price change of 

the option vs original trade, and OI differential 

to easily see what’s changed since the trade 

opened 

Where Do I Find The OptionsHawk Database?  

The database is linked within the Trading Hub. In the right-hand column, 

scroll down to find the “Hawk Notable Trade Database.” This opens a new 

page on our site with the spreadsheet embedded.   

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Live Chat 

Our exclusive trading room with all of our original content and analysis provided live throughout the trading day. We kick things off at 8:45 AM every 

morning with a complete rundown of news, technical outlook for the S&P, Street research, chart setups to watch for the day, additional write-ups like 

earnings previews, and much more. Throughout the day, we track market activity as it happens including the fastest, most accurate options analysis of 

any firm on the Street.  The live chat is also where you’ll get our deeper radar pieces as they happen as well as trade entries and exits.  

 

 

The left-hand column 

includes our most 

recent Blitz notes, 

weekly radars, and 8-

10 of the latest 

radars. It also includes 

a number of 3rd party 

links to notable 

resources for options 

traders 

The right-hand column 

includes the latest 

spotlight trades, our 

own proprietary tools 

like M&A tracker, OpEx 

sheets and more, the 

complete trade 

tracking portfolio, 

weekly earnings 

snapshots and more.  

Tracking Trades in the Chat 

Currently, there are only two kinds of trades to follow in the live chat. First, spotlight trades are broken down and setup the night before via email with a 

specified contract entry, stop, and target. The other are earnings flow trades which are highlighted pre-market with a targeted entry. Neither entries are 

noted in the chat when filled but exits are highlighted when applicable. Exits are highlighted in the chat in blue font as “Close QRVO Call Spreads $3.70 – 

+94%.” Earnings flow trade entries are shown pre-market in orange text. 



 
 

Glossary & Common Questions 

Some common things you’ll hear from us during the day.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We post a lot (example of part 

of our daily chat), so sticking 

within your own plan and 

approach is key.  

There are a lot of options flow posts, which ones do I trade? 

This is very dependent on your trading strategy & approach, but a general rule is the 

larger the trade, in notional ($), the more important, and this relative to the typical 

trades in the given name (A $200,000 trade in Apple is meaningless, but in a < $1B 

market cap name, carries meaning). Another rule is I put more weight in positioning 

that is > 30 days from expiration. Further, names that see repeat activity, so on 

multiple days, and on multiple strikes/expirations, these tend to be a good sign of 

larger accumulation and tend to play out with higher success rates. Lastly, it is 

important to combine fundamentals and technical analysis with the options flow. A 

name in a strong uptrend that sees put buys is not a reason for alarm, it is often 

hedging, but a weak name losing key moving averages and/or trend support seeing 

put buys is likely a bearish signal. Further, call buys in names showing very weak price 

action are not as meaningful, nor are call buys in names with high and rising short 

interest. The exception is if there is a clear value-creation catalyst or potential 

activism. 

So, what’s the best way to use all of this information?  

You need to trade your own plan. If you are a short-term trader you want to focus on 

our technical alerts that align with the options flow direction. If you are a longer term 

trader focus more on high quality fundamental names we provide research on and 

the options flow that is positioning in longer-dated expirations. If you are day-trading 

you want to focus on technical alerts combined with morning options flow and utilize 

short-term options as to not overpay on premium since you plan on being out of the 

trade quickly. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Will you tell me what to trade?  

No, we are not registered investment advisors. We provide actionable content and 

analysis but you have to own your own trades. As a provider of a service to hundreds 

it would be irresponsible to make generalized trades as each person has his/her own 

style, return goals, and risk parameters 

I am a new investor, is your service for me? 

Although you could learn a lot about investing and companies with the research we 

do, our service is more catered to institutional and experiences traders/investors 

looking for investment ideas. We do not spend a lot of time on education though we 

have plans to build out our educational content on the site, and may eventually roll 

out educational videos and content. 

How much money do I need to use your service? 

There is no standard answer for this question, but I generally have told people an 

account of $100,000 with a maximum of 25% of account size dedicated to directional 

options trading is my personal rule of thumb. This again shows the service is not 

really for new traders and I stress that paying $300/month, although we offer a ton of 

value, is not smart cost management on a small account size. The $300 is easily 

recouped the first day by many traders considering even on a $30,000 small stock 

position, that is just catching a 1% move. If trading a $5000 options position, 

capturing a 10% gain is fairly easy when combining our technical and options flow 

alerts, which covers a month of the service quite quickly.  

Do you have a history posted?  

A long-term history of performance broken down by year can be found on our 

website under “Performance.” It is important to note that performance statistics are 

based on a mock portfolio with specific trading rules using a Value at Risk (VAR) 

model.  All trades were documented with live entry/exits in live market action, and at 

prices believed to be accurate.  Statistics also do not include costs of commissions. 

You can find a full breakdown 

on our site of every trade in the 

mock portfolio, month by 

month breakdown, and more  



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some of our favorite books to 

get started trading at a high 

level  

Will you post your personal trades? 

No, we do a lot of trades and it would be extremely time consuming to post and then 

record these. Also, Joe’s position at Relativity Capital would cause a conflict and we 

are not looking to run into any potential legal issues. 

Do you have any favorite books on trading?  

Jeff Augen (“Trading Options at Expiration”, The Volatility Edge”, “Day Trading 

Options”); McMillan (“Options as a Strategic Investment” – Top Starting Book); Kahn 

(“Technical Analysis: Plain and Simple”); Shannon (“Technical Analysis Using Multiple 

Timeframes”); Sinclair (“Options Trading: Pricing and Volatility Strategies and 

Techniques”, “Volatility Trading”); DeMark (“DeMark on Day Trading Options”) 

What tools do you use every day?  

• ThinkorSwim/TradingView:  Charts for Technical Analysis, Analyze Function to 

Diagram Strategy P/L, etc., Multiple Watchlist Broken by Industry, Top 

Optionable Liquid Names, and Top 2,000 Stocks, Alerts. 

• FinViz:  Screening (Fundamental and Technical Screens) as Well as HeatMaps, 

and a ton of other resources offered on that site, a must-use in my opinion 

• LiveVolPro – The best-of-the-best in terms of options analytics and a program 

where I have set up many custom scans and also scan for trades coming 

through my watchlist.  

• Feedly for RSS Feeds: The best RSS platform to easily curate and view all 

important stock-moving business news. We can easily read the key news 

across hundreds of top websites, newsletters, and twitter feeds so we can 

provide members with all important Macro & stock-specific news including a 

number of often overlooked nuggets. 

• Twitter -  There are many great traders and information providers, and 

anyone I am following is a good place to start. 

• Sentieo - My top platform for fundamental analysis, watchlists, screeners and 

document search for both US and International stocks 

• StockFetcher – Build custom technical analysis scans 
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